Neurological Deficit and Structural Changes in Lymphoid Structures of the Tracheal Wall in the Immediate Stage of Experimental Hemorrhagic Stroke in Rats with Different Behavioral Activity.
Specific features of neurological deficit and changes in the cellular composition of tracheal lymphoid structures during the immediate stage (day 1) of hemorrhagic stroke were studied in rats with various behavioral parameters. Modeling of hemorrhage in the left caudate nucleus of the brain was followed by the development of motor disturbances in the forelimb use asymmetry test and corner rotation paradigm. These animals preferred to use the left forelimb (ipsilateral to the side of hemorrhage) to lean on the cylinder wall. The frequency of using the right forelimb or both forelimbs was reduced under these conditions. The number of left-sided rotations increased, while the percentage of right-sided rotations decreased. The observed changes were accompanied by immune dysfunction. It was manifested in the depletion of lymphoid aggregates of the tracheal wall in lymphocytes and plasma cells. The severity of abnormal neurological symptoms and disturbances in immune homeostasis during the immediate stage of hemorrhagic stroke was greater in behaviorally passive rats than in active specimens.